
Here are multiple-choice questions (MCQs) based on the lesson provided:

MCQs on Touch Sensation and Receptors ###

1. **Which type of touch receptor adapts very slowly and is found in deeper
tissues?**

A) Meissner's corpuscles -

B) Pacinian corpuscles -

C) Ruffini's corpuscles -

D) Free nerve endings -

2. **What type of touch sensation is poorly localized and transmitted by A delta
fibers?**

A) Fine touch -

B) Crude (rough) touch -

C) Tactile localization -

D) Tactile discrimination -

3. **Which receptors are responsible for fine touch?**

A) Free nerve endings and hair end organ -

B) Pacinian corpuscles and Ruffini's corpuscles -

C) Merkel's discs, Meissner's corpuscles, and basket hair endings -

D) Spray type endings and Golgi tendon organ -

4. **Which fibers are involved in transmitting tactile discrimination impulses?**

A) A delta fibers -

B) A alpha fibers -

C) A beta fibers -



D) C fibers -

5. **What is the ability to recognize previously educated objects in the palm without
vision called?**

A) Vibration sense -

B) Stereognosis -

C) Kinesthetic sensation -

D) Tactile localization -

6. **Which tracts carry unconscious proprioceptive sensations?**

A) Gracile and cuneate tracts -

B) Dorsal and ventral spino-cerebellar tracts -

C) Corticospinal tracts -

D) Spinothalamic tracts -

7. **Which receptors are most important for proprioceptive sensations?**

A) Free nerve endings and Meissner's corpuscles -

B) Golgi tendon organ, muscle spindle spray type endings, Pacinian corpuscles -

C) Ruffini's corpuscles and hair end organ -

D) Merkel's discs and Pacinian corpuscles -

8. **Which pathway is responsible for the transmission of conscious proprioceptive
sensation?**

A) Spinothalamic tract -

(B) Dorsal column system (Gracile and Cuneate tracts -

C) Spino-cerebellar tracts -

D) Corticospinal tract -



9. **What type of fibers are involved in the transmission of unconscious
proprioceptive sensations?**

A) Group A delta fibers -

B) Group C fibers -

C) Group A beta fibers -

D) Group A alpha fibers -

10. **Which receptors adapt very rapidly?**

A) Ruffini's corpuscles -

B) Free nerve endings -

C) Meissner's corpuscles, hair end organ, and Pacinian corpuscles -

D) Spray type endings -

Answers ###

1. **C) Ruffini's corpuscles**

2. **B) Crude (rough) touch**

3. **C) Merkel's discs, Meissner's corpuscles, and basket hair endings**

4. **C) A beta fibers**

5. **B) Stereognosis**

6. **B) Dorsal and ventral spino-cerebellar tracts**

7. **B) Golgi tendon organ, muscle spindle spray type endings, Pacinian corpuscles**

8. **B) Dorsal column system (Gracile and Cuneate tracts)**

9. **C) Group A beta fibers**

10. **C) Meissner's corpuscles, hair end organ, and Pacinian corpuscles**

Sure, here are additional multiple-choice questions (MCQs) to cover more aspects of
the lesson:



Additional MCQs on Touch Sensation and Proprioception ###

1. **Which type of touch receptor is known for detecting fine touch and is rapidly
adapting?**

A) Free nerve endings -

B) Ruffini's corpuscles -

C) Meissner's corpuscles -

D) Spray type endings -

2. **Which receptor is primarily responsible for the sensation of deep pressure and
vibration?**

A) Free nerve endings -

B) Merkel's discs -

C) Pacinian corpuscles -

D) Hair end organ -

3. **Which type of touch is described as the ability to determine the previously
touched point on the skin with closed eyes?**

A) Crude touch -

(B) Tactile localization (Topognosis -

C) Tactile discrimination -

D) Vibration sense -

4. **Which sensation is most accurately detected at the tips of the fingers, face, lips,
and tongue?**

A) Crude touch -

B) Deep pressure -

(C) Fine touch (Two-point discrimination -

D) Stereognosis -



5. **The pathway for fine touch and conscious proprioception is the same, except for
the receptors involved. Which of the following receptors is NOT involved in

proprioception?**

A) Merkel's discs -

B) Meissner's corpuscles -

C) Basket hair endings -

D) Golgi tendon organ -

6. **Which proprioceptive sensation does NOT typically reach the sensory cortex and
is therefore unconscious?**

A) Sense of position -

B) Deep pressure -

C) Muscle tension -

D) Joint and muscle movements during walking and running -

7. **Which fibers conduct impulses for tactile discrimination and fine touch with a
velocity of 30-60 m/second?**

A) Group A delta fibers -

B) Group A beta fibers -

C) Group C fibers -

D) Group A alpha fibers -

8. **What term describes the ability to differentiate between one point of touch and
two simultaneous points of touch on the skin?**

A) Tactile localization -

B) Tactile discrimination -

C) Vibration sense -

D) Stereognosis -



9. **Which structures carry unconscious proprioceptive sensations and end in the
reticular formation and olivary nuclei?**

A) Dorsal column system -

B) Spinothalamic tracts -

C) Spino-Reticular and Spino-Olivary tracts -

D) Corticospinal tracts -

10. **Which sensation requires both cutaneous and deep receptors and is essential
for recognizing objects in the hand without vision?**

A) Fine touch -

B) Stereognosis -

C) Kinesthetic sensation -

D) Vibration sense -

Answers ###

1. **C) Meissner's corpuscles**

2. **C) Pacinian corpuscles**

3. **B) Tactile localization (Topognosis)**

4. **C) Fine touch (Two-point discrimination)**

5. **D) Golgi tendon organ**

6. **D) Joint and muscle movements during walking and running**

7. **B) Group A beta fibers**

8. **B) Tactile discrimination**

9. **C) Spino-Reticular and Spino-Olivary tracts**

10. **B) Stereognosis**

Certainly, here are more multiple-choice questions to further cover the material:



Further MCQs on Touch Sensation and Proprioception ###

1. **Which type of touch receptor is primarily found in hairless (glabrous) skin and is
involved in detecting fine touch and texture?**

A) Free nerve endings -

B) Meissner's corpuscles -

C) Pacinian corpuscles -

D) Ruffini's corpuscles -

2. **Which sensory pathway is responsible for carrying proprioceptive information to
the brain for conscious perception?**

A) Spinothalamic tract -

B) Corticospinal tract -

(C) Dorsal column system (Gracile and Cuneate tracts -

D) Spinocerebellar tracts -

3. **What type of receptor is Golgi tendon organ classified as, and what is its primary
function?**

A) Rapidly adapting receptor, detects vibration -

B) Slowly adapting receptor, detects muscle tension -

C) Rapidly adapting receptor, detects touch -

D) Slowly adapting receptor, detects temperature -

4. **Which type of proprioceptive sensation allows for the detection of the relative
position and movement of body parts?**

A) Fine touch -

B) Kinesthetic sensation -

C) Vibration sense -



D) Tactile localization -

5. **What kind of fibers are A α and A β, and what are their roles in sensory
transmission?**

A) Thin, unmyelinated fibers; slow pain and temperature transmission -

B) Thick, myelinated fibers; fast transmission of proprioceptive and fine touch -
sensations

C) Thin, myelinated fibers; transmission of crude touch -

D) Thick, unmyelinated fibers; transmission of pressure and vibration -

6. **In the transmission of proprioceptive and touch sensations, which structure
occupies the lateral margin of the dorsal white matter in the spinal cord?**

A) Spinothalamic tract -

B) Gracile and Cuneate tracts -

C) Ventral horn -

D) Dorsal horn -

7. **Which receptors are involved in detecting crude (rough) touch sensations?**

A) Meissner's corpuscles and Pacinian corpuscles -

B) Free nerve endings and hair end organ -

C) Merkel's discs and Ruffini's corpuscles -

D) Golgi tendon organ and muscle spindle -

8. **Which tract is NOT involved in the transmission of unconscious proprioceptive
sensations?**

A) Dorsal spinocerebellar tract -

B) Ventral spinocerebellar tract -

C) Spino-olivary tract -

D) Corticospinal tract -



9. **Which type of receptors are found in the deeper tissues and adapt very slowly,
contributing to the detection of sustained pressure and stretch?**

A) Meissner's corpuscles -

B) Ruffini's corpuscles -

C) Pacinian corpuscles -

D) Hair end organ -

10. **Which sensory pathway includes the gracile and cuneate tracts and is
responsible for transmitting fine touch and proprioceptive information?**

A) Spinothalamic pathway -

B) Corticospinal pathway -

C) Dorsal column-medial lemniscus pathway -

D) Anterolateral system -

Answers ###

1. **B) Meissner's corpuscles**

2. **C) Dorsal column system (Gracile and Cuneate tracts)**

3. **B) Slowly adapting receptor, detects muscle tension**

4. **B) Kinesthetic sensation**

5. **B) Thick, myelinated fibers; fast transmission of proprioceptive and fine touch
sensations**

6. **B) Gracile and Cuneate tracts**

7. **B) Free nerve endings and hair end organ**

8. **D) Corticospinal tract**

9. **B) Ruffini's corpuscles**

10. **C) Dorsal column-medial lemniscus pathway**

Sure, here are more multiple-choice questions to further reinforce the material:



Additional MCQs on Touch Sensation and Proprioception ###

1. **Which type of receptor is primarily involved in detecting light touch and
superficial pressure, and is found at the base of the epidermis?**

A) Free nerve endings -

B) Merkel's discs -

C) Pacinian corpuscles -

D) Ruffini's corpuscles -

2. **What is the primary function of Pacinian corpuscles?**

A) Detecting fine touch and texture -

B) Detecting deep pressure and vibration -

C) Detecting muscle tension -

D) Detecting temperature changes -

3. **Which sensory fibers are primarily responsible for transmitting crude touch
sensations?**

A) A alpha fibers -

B) A beta fibers -

C) A delta fibers -

D) C fibers -

4. **The ability to distinguish two simultaneous points of touch as separate points is
known as:**

A) Tactile localization -

B) Tactile discrimination -

C) Kinesthetic sensation -

D) Vibration sense -



5. **Which proprioceptive receptors are rapidly adapting and detect changes in
muscle length and velocity?**

A) Muscle spindle spray type endings -

B) Golgi tendon organs -

C) Pacinian corpuscles -

D) Ruffini's corpuscles -

6. **Which tract is primarily responsible for carrying unconscious proprioceptive
information from the lower body to the cerebellum?**

A) Dorsal spinocerebellar tract -

B) Ventral spinocerebellar tract -

C) Gracile tract -

D) Spinothalamic tract -

7. **Which touch receptors are responsible for detecting the sensation of hair
movement?**

A) Free nerve endings -

B) Hair end organs -

C) Ruffini's corpuscles -

D) Meissner's corpuscles -

8. **Which sensation is accurately transmitted by group A beta fibers and is most
precise in the fingertips and lips?**

A) Crude touch -

B) Deep pressure -

(C) Fine touch (Two-point discrimination -

D) Stereognosis -



9. **What is the pathway for fine touch and proprioception, and where do the fibers
cross to the opposite side of the body?**

A) Spinothalamic tract, at the level of entry in the spinal cord -

B) Dorsal column-medial lemniscus pathway, in the medulla -

C) Spinocerebellar tracts, in the cerebellum -

D) Corticospinal tract, in the spinal cord -

10. **Which receptors adapt very slowly and are involved in detecting the stretch and
sustained pressure in the skin?**

A) Free nerve endings -

B) Meissner's corpuscles -

C) Ruffini's corpuscles -

D) Pacinian corpuscles -

Answers ###

1. **B) Merkel's discs**

2. **B) Detecting deep pressure and vibration**

3. **C) A delta fibers**

4. **B) Tactile discrimination**

5. **A) Muscle spindle spray type endings**

6. **A) Dorsal spinocerebellar tract**

7. **B) Hair end organs**

8. **C) Fine touch (Two-point discrimination)**

9. **B) Dorsal column-medial lemniscus pathway, in the medulla**

10. **C) Ruffini's corpuscles**

Certainly, here are additional multiple-choice questions to further expand on the
material:



More MCQs on Touch Sensation and Proprioception ###

1. **Which type of touch receptor is involved in detecting changes in temperature?**

A) Free nerve endings -

B) Meissner's corpuscles -

C) Pacinian corpuscles -

D) Ruffini's corpuscles -

2. **Which fibers are responsible for the fastest transmission of sensory information,
specifically for proprioceptive sensations?**

A) Group C fibers -

B) Group A delta fibers -

C) Group A beta fibers -

D) Group A alpha fibers -

3. **Which type of sensory receptor is found in the skin and responds to light touch,
pressure, and texture?**

A) Merkel's discs -

B) Free nerve endings -

C) Hair end organs -

D) Pacinian corpuscles -

4. **What is the function of the dorsal column-medial lemniscus pathway?**

A) Transmits pain and temperature sensations -

B) Carries fine touch and proprioceptive information -

C) Transmits motor commands to muscles -

D) Carries auditory information -



5. **Which proprioceptive receptors detect muscle tension and prevent muscle
damage by inhibiting excessive contraction?**

A) Muscle spindle spray type endings -

B) Golgi tendon organs -

C) Ruffini's corpuscles -

D) Pacinian corpuscles -

6. **Which pathway transmits unconscious proprioceptive information directly to the
cerebellum without crossing the midline?**

A) Spinothalamic tract -

B) Ventral spinocerebellar tract -

C) Dorsal spinocerebellar tract -

D) Corticospinal tract -

7. **What is the term for the ability to perceive the form of solid objects by touch
alone?**

A) Stereognosis -

B) Tactile localization -

C) Kinesthetic sensation -

D) Vibration sense -

8. **Which type of receptor is specialized for detecting rapid vibrations?**

A) Ruffini's corpuscles -

B) Meissner's corpuscles -

C) Pacinian corpuscles -

D) Merkel's discs -

9. **What are the primary receptors for detecting crude touch?**

A) Free nerve endings and hair end organs -



B) Meissner's corpuscles and Pacinian corpuscles -

C) Merkel's discs and Ruffini's corpuscles -

D) Golgi tendon organs and muscle spindles -

10. **Which tract is responsible for carrying fine touch and proprioceptive
information to the brain, and where do the fibers cross to the opposite side of the

body?**

A) Spinothalamic tract, at the level of entry in the spinal cord -

B) Dorsal column-medial lemniscus pathway, in the medulla -

C) Spinocerebellar tracts, in the cerebellum -

D) Corticospinal tract, in the spinal cord -

Answers ###

1. **A) Free nerve endings**

2. **D) Group A alpha fibers**

3. **A) Merkel's discs**

4. **B) Carries fine touch and proprioceptive information**

5. **B) Golgi tendon organs**

6. **C) Dorsal spinocerebellar tract**

7. **A) Stereognosis**

8. **C) Pacinian corpuscles**

9. **A) Free nerve endings and hair end organs**

10. **B) Dorsal column-medial lemniscus pathway, in the medulla**

These questions cover various aspects of touch sensation, proprioception, and their
pathways, providing a comprehensive review of the material.


